Performance control in packet switching networks is one of the remaining areas that are yet t o be explored . In this paper we look into the performance problems with two existing networ k architectures, datagram and virtual circuit . The major problem with the datagram network i s lack of effective traffic control ; and with the virtual circuit network, the improperly define d network control semantics and mechanisms . We consider that a new network architectur e should be investigated in order to provide performance support for diverse applications .
onto the next hop . No information about user data flows is kept inside the datagram network .
Along the way packets may be damaged, duplicated, reordered, or lost . Example datagra m networks are the ARPA Internet, Cyclades network, and DECNET [13, 15, 211 . The "stateless" feature of datagram networks is considered highly desirable for severa l reasons [51 . The most important one probably is to provide robust services in the face o f network component failures : a switch node crash does not lose any information concerning th e control of data transmissions ; packets can freely change route to get around failed areas .
Another reason is to simplify switch node implementations, and to facilitate interconnection s between heterogeneous networks . Still another one is to offer network users the flexibility o f building their own desired data transmission properties on top of provided network services .
Unfortunately, the "stateless" feature precludes datagram networks from having an effectiv e traffic control, and network congestion has been a serious problem . Considerable effort was spent adding a congestion control part into the datagram network, but without much success .
The first proposed congestion control algorithm, isarithmic algorithm [81, never satisfiably solve d the problems of how to distribute data transmission credits, and how to recover from credi t losses . Other proposed or implemented algorithms are, in one way or another, almost all aroun d the idea of managing packet buffers at switch nodes in certain topology-dependent ways 3 , henc e prone to unfairness in services .
The root of the problem is that the datagram network sees individual packets only . Becaus e any attempted algorithm has to work on a packet-by-packet basis, it can be very expensive :
examples are the source quench in IP [141 and the choke message in Cyclades network ,1 5
Because the network recognizes individual packets, instead of end users, it is difficult or eve n impossible to guarantee the fairness in service . Because packets are considered independen t entities, and because the network is unable to manage the data forwarding resources on a pe r packet basis, attention naturally turns to various buffer management schemes to decide th e As pointed out in 151, a mistaken assumption often associated with the datagram is that the motivation f datagrams is a better match to some high level applications which require a datagram service . In fact, this is sell . e the case ; even transaction-like applications would like a more sophisticated transport model than the sia .. ; datagram (as shown in [31, for example) . Whether one takes the datagram approach is a network architect, :r ; , decision, rather than an issue of providing a specific kind of services . 3Examples are the favoring transit packets over input packets scheme, and the buffer allocation accordin g packet "ages" (see [101) .
acceptance of each incoming packet on a buffer availability basis .
Two common ways the datagram network reacts to congestion are either to block the hostnetwork interface by the link layer protocol, or to drop excessive packets inside the network .
Blocking the network interface locks out all data flows, both the connections that caused th e congestion and others that do not ; it may also cause the higher layer protocols to time-out an d pump more duplicates to the interface . While dropped packets rely on the end-to-end leve l protocols to recover, substantial losses not only are expensive to recover, but also make hig h performance unattainable .
The best resource management the datagram network can do is a dynamic routing, whic h tries to evenly spread-out data traffic . This may delay, but does not prevent, networ k congestion . Congestion prevention requires that the network be able to control the traffi c volume, i .e . to adjust source hosts data generation rates when needed . The datagram network i s disabled from effectively doing so by its traffic model of "independent entities" . Due to lack o f control, the performance of the datagram network is up to the offered input . Only when th e network is lightly loaded will the performance be satisfactory 4. As soon as the network loa d increases to a moderate level, the performance will start degrading drastically, as has bee n observed in the ARPA Internet in the recent years .
We claim that packets in the datagram network are not independent entities . Most application processes generate a sequence of packets to accomplish one task, and packets in th e net certainly have effects on each other through competing for network resources . Dynami c bandwidth sharing is the unique feature of packet switching ; without control, however, thi s feature leads to data traffic interference . Shared resources require control to enforce a n intelligent use . To perform the control, in turn, requires information about individual users ' data transmissions . Because of the "statelessness", the datagram network surrenders its control , resulting in vulnerability under the circumstances of heavy traffic or user malfunction . A typica l example of this sort is given in [121 : an implementation bug caused an ARPANET host t o retransmit one datagram as fast as the network could accept, congesting a nearby gateway ; th e other networks attached to the same gateway were effectively disconnected for several hours , 4In fact, this has been the case in many networks . Most host protocol implementations are complex and slow ; th e tight end-to-end flow controls, and the limited types of current network applications do not strengthen the networ k throughout either . until the malfunctioning host crashed .
.. Virtual Circuit Network s
VC networks 5 attempt to offer a reliable data delivery . Upon user request, a logica l connection will be established hop-by-hop through the network . The VC network maintains th e connection state at each switch node for two purposes : to check and remedy any "dat a integrity" damage, namely bit error, duplication or loss, and reordering, inside the network ; an d to control data flow on individual connections. Example VC networks are Transpac and Tymne t [7, 161 . Commercial networks, most of which adopted the VC approach, have enjoyed a rapid growt h and a great success over the last decade . That is not a sufficient proof, however, for the V C network being the correct architectural model of packet switching . In fact, the success was achieved on a rather limited functionality basis . Contrary to the datagram network's goal o f offering a flexible data delivery service on a network substrate (which is possibly composed of a variety of communication media), most VC networks existing today, especially the commercia l ones, have been built with narrower ranges of constructing components and applications in mind . Namely, they employ low to medium speed telephone lines to connect up packet switches, an d offer only bi-directional, reliable data delivery service, mainly aiming at supporting remote logi n applications . Such a homogeneous environment makes the traffic pattern rather predictable an d flow control easier . Telephone lines give some unique communication channel features : low propagation delay, low error rate, and identical channel bandwidths across the network . The dominant remote login applications mean both a low throughput requirement and a n undemanding performance expectation --when the network load becomes heavy and transmissio n delays increase, end user's operations are consequently slowed down as well .
Known VC networks have all adopted a window flow control mechanism, either entry-to-exi t or hop-by-hop . Some of them make buffer reservations at each switch node along with th e virtual connection setup . Therefore compared with their datagram counterparts, VC network s have more control over data flows on virtual connections ; when buffers are allocated t o individual connections, traffic interference is also reduced : no single connection can transmi t 5Here we consider networks that build virtual connections internally, not those that only have a virtual circui t interface (such as Datapac [201, which has a virtual circuit interface but employs datagram inside) .
wildly since one's throughput is restricted by the allocated buffer space, which usually is ver y small .
Having a control mechanism does not necessarily imply an effective or efficient control , however . Small window sizes or small buffer allocations can severely constrain users' throughpu t in high bandwidth or long delay networks . Moreover, the control over data flows relies on th e back-pressure effect to stop source hosts when congestion develops, i .e. data flows do not sto p until filling up the paths with data ; consequently . there are repeated packet losses an d retransmissions between switches, albeit within the network boundary and hidden from the en d hosts . Therefore a VC connection indeed does not appear as losing many packets, as th e datagram net does, in the face of congestion ; but congestion inescapably shows its effect at th e end hosts, as intolerable transmission delays 6 .
Network congestion is caused by inadequate data forwarding resources to deliver offere d data. Window or buffer space allocation does not match the data forwarding resource s allocations . The former is measured in space, the latter, in rate --the switch node CPU processe s a certain number of packets per second, and the communication channels drain out a certai n number of data bits per second . Window by itself does not control the data flow rate ; with a given window size, the actual transmission rate is determined by the transmission delay and th e error rate (and hence the retransmission strategy), where the delay varies with the network load .
A common practical approach is to use a network chosen window size, which is neither adjuste d to the specific user's throughput nor adjusted according to the system load 7 . In fact, most V C networks's major tool of handling congestion is to rejects new call requests when congestio n occurred ; that is an aftermath, not a prevention .
Today's VC networks do not support diverse applications . They do not offer services wit h delivery time limits, because the hop-by-hop checking of error-free transmissions may cause a 6 These conceptual arguments would be better supported by quantitative performance figures, unfortunately it i s difficult to find such information from public literature ; commercial nets do not seem to publish their detaile d performance results . 7 SNA pacing [1] is one of the few that tune the window size to adopt to the network load, but its effectiveness i s limited . We see at least two problems with it : (1)The pacing uses an entry-exit window with the size proportional t o the path length ; when heavy load occurs, there usually exists some bottleneck point, and packets admitted by th e large window of a long-path will get accumulated (if not dropped) at the bottleneck point, competing for the scarc e resources . (2)Although congested nodes may set a flag to request window size reduction, the flag does not brin g enough information as what a proper window size should be . long time delay ; they do not support specific throughput values, especially high throughputs o f tens or hundreds Kbps; although some VC networks claim a selection of throughput classes, th e throughput class parameters are actually used to decide the window sizes, or buffer allocations , or priorities, rather than to allocate needed data forwarding resources . A sad fact about the V C network is that it builds the rigid reliability mechanism into the network, and there is no wa y for a user to turn it off to achieve other desired features .
Even assuming reliable transmissions are the only goal of the network, [18] argue s convincingly that an end-to-end error checking and recovery mechanism is absolutely necessary ; performing error detection and recovery inside the network may have its gain and/or its loss i n performance, as well as its cost in complexity . Therefore the network should leave users th e option of whether employing the network's reliability checking mechanism, rather than forcin g on them a wired-in feature . In addition, the VC network approach is also criticized fo r vulnerability [17[, for cascading a connection state throughout intermediate switches leads to th e connection being broken when any of the switches fails .
Let us take a couple of examples to see what goes wrong with the VC network control . A fil e transfer requires every bit be received correctly, but it is not much concerned with networ k delay, so long as the delay is within a reasonable boundary ; while packet voice transmissions ar e more concerned with network transit delays than occasional bit errors, for packets becom e obsolete if not delivered within a certain time period . The different application requirement s indicate that different state information is needed for managing the end connections and th e network resources, though the latter are used to carry out data transmissions for the former . T o a end user, the confirmation of a reliable file transfer requires correct reception of each data , piece; such information is recorded in the user connection state . To carry out the transmissio n promptly, on the other hand, the network cannot commit resources to correct delivery of eac h piece ; instead, it should allocate the needed data forwarding resources for the whole task . Th y network therefore needs to maintain information on the forwarding resources allocations, an d keeps track with the start and termination of the transfer . Such information is considered th e network state . Similar arguments apply to meeting delivery delay requirements as well : being , statistically multiplexed system, the packet switching network cannot guarantee a random da t source a tight delivery time of every single packet ; instead, the network concerns itself with t I , amount of data forwarding resources that should be allocated, in order to maintain t h , probability of exceeding the delay limit within an acceptable region .
VC networks failed to recognize the above distinctions . They use the end connection state t o control packet flows through the network, which, unfortunately, does not match well with th e rhythm of the network resources .
.3 . New Application s
Up to now the major traffic in packet switching networks has been computer generated dat a transmissions from three applications : remote login, file transfer, and electronic mail . Thes e applications typically tolerate narrow communication bandwidths and variant transmissio n delays . When serious problems occur inside the network, such as traffic congestion, they ar e usually reflected to the end-to-end layer protocols or human users to handle .
If we believe that datagram or VC networks have served us reasonably well in the past, the y certainly will not be able to meet today's new challenge . With the advent of personal computer s and workstations, the once dominant network application of remote login has starte d diminishing . At the same time, the demand to offering various types of service to meet ne w applications requirements is ever increasing . Transmitting real time voice requires a short an d stable transit delay ; delivering image data requires high throughput ; a recently developed bul k data transmission protocol, NETBLT [6), expects the network to offer a relatively stabl e throughput to facilitate the end host for high performance . Neither datagram nor VC network s can fulfill the mission of ensuring needed transmission service characteristics . A ne w architecture for packet switching networks need be investigated .
Summary
The above discussions showed the problems with datagram and VC networks, respectivel y
The datagram network contains no information concerning user data flows, therefore it is unabl e to effectively control the traffic . The VC network uses the end connection state for networ k control purpose, which does not match well with rate-based network resources . Because the y both do not directly manage the data forwarding resources, they do not prevent networ k congestion, nor provide data transmissions with all desired performance .
Correspondingly, we draw two conclusions . First, a network layer protocol must concer n itself with data forwarding resources allocations, and must maintain its own state, the state , s the resources consumed by individual users, in order to provide fair service and to preven t congestion . Keeping such network state is also the key to meet the requirements of ne w applications, i .e . explicit declaring and securing the amount of resources for specified dat a transmissions .
Second, the conventional buffer management and window flow control approaches cannot b e a substitute for direct monitoring on data forwarding resources . The measurement, allocation , and control of use of these resources should all be done in the unit of rate .
Identify New Direction s
Two questions arise from the previous section . First, if neither the datagram network's bes t effort nor VC network's reliable delivery services is desirable, then what kind of transmissio n services should be considered mandatory for a network protocol to offer? Second, is it feasible t o control data flows by rate in the packet switching network? We discuss these two question s below .
. What Services the Network Should Support
To answer this question, we make the following two observations . First, we notice that som e types of services (TOS) are in conflict with one another . For instance, guaranteed transmissio n reliability and finite delivery delay are not compatible, because the network is not perfectl y reliable and error recoveries possibly take a long time . This being the case, the network shoul d not take over the former as its only service . Conflicts like this need careful evaluation, in orde r to avoid the situation where network wired-in functions prevent users from achieving their ow n desired transmission characteristics on top of the offered network services .
Second, we perceive that, although it is desirable for users to build their needed TOSs at th e end-to-end layer 8, not all TOSs can be achieved in this way . Data transit delay, for example , once acquired inside the network, can never be corrected by higher layer protocols . We conside r that TOS requirements can be sorted into two categories :
1. those that can he realized with end-to-end protocols, an d 2. those that can only be met by support within the network .
$For example, inadequacies in the degree of reliability or security offered by the network can be enhanced b y end-to-end transport protocols .
It is clear that the network should offer the services belonging to the second category, o r otherwise users by no means can have them . With our focus on network resource management , we consider the two important TOSs in the second category are delivery delay and throughput .
The delivery delay of a packet, P, is defined as the time period from its transmission to it s reception . If P is lost, its delivery delay becomes infinitely long . The loss can be recovered b y retransmissions, but then the delivery delay will cover the time period starting from the time o f the first transmission . Delivery delay, like the entropy in thermodynamics, can never be reduce d once acquired inside the system .
The throughput of a user data transmission is defined as the number of data units delivere d per unit time . Inadequate throughput, as the case of the delivery delay, cannot be improved b y higher layer protocols, e .g. splitting one transmission over multiple end-to-end connections doe s not increase the total throughput, if the network does not provide sufficient transmissio n bandwidths .
All data transmissions are carried out with certain delay, throughput, and reliabilit y measurements . Since transmission systems are not perfect, enhanced transmission reliability i s achieved by forward-error-correction coding and/or retransmissions : the former converts reduce d effective throughput to reliability, the latter, a longer delivery delay . That is, transmissio n reliability above that of the physical system is achieved by converting from delay or throughput .
Users can always enhance the reliability at the end-to-end layers . On the other hand, performin g this conversion by the network protocol possibly gives a better performance tradeoff (e .g . a nodeto-node retransmission takes a shorter time than an end-to-end one) . But the conversion is onedirection only, unwanted rigidity of wiring it into the net should be avoided .
We conclude that a network protocol must offer data transmission services that can mee t users's delay and throughput requirements ; from the performance consideration, it should also offer users an option of a high transmission reliability, with relaxing on the delay or throughpu t requirements .
.2 . Statistical Multiplexing and Rate Contro l
Traffic in the packet switching network has been characterized as bursty, i .e . data source s do not generate constant and continuous flows of bits, the bandwidth demand varies from tim e to time . Nevertheless, packet traffic is not totally haphazard . Individual data transmissions, i n most cases if not all, either are under control, or behave with some inherent or identifiabl e characteristics . An example of the former case is bulk data shipments : when a user requests a transmission, it is the data transport protocol that determines how the shipment, which ma y require sending thousands of packets, is carried out . An example of the latter is packet voice : a conversation generates packets randomly, due to random talk spurts, but with well know n average and upper bound rates .
Given this viewpoint, we consider that network application designers, whenever possible , should design and implement protocols that generate controllable or predictable data flows . Th e network can then coordinate with data sources on resource management and traffic control , based on these regularities and controllabilities . The better the network knows the demand, th e easier and more effective the control will be, the higher the achievable performance, and th e higher the achievable resource utilization . On the other hand, the network will not be able t o make any performance promise if it does not have any knowledge of the traffic .
We further consider that the packet switching network should control traffic on an averag e rate basis . The dynamic resource sharing feature distinguishes packet switching from th e traditional circuit switching approach, but does not change the nature of the packet switchin g network as being a transmission system . In a transmission system, the capacity should b e measured in rate ; the resources should be allocated in rate ; the sharing among users should als o be controlled by rate . Compared to circuit switching, packet switching requires a change o f network resource sharing from the static bandwidth allocation to statistical multiplexing . Th e key to the rate control on packet traffic is applying knowledge of traffic statistics to estimatin g the demand average and to monitoring network capacity assignment.. 9An early example of applying rate-based statistical multiplexing is TASI --time assignment speech interpolatio n The statistic pattern of telephone conversations has been well studied, showing that active speech signals in eac h direction occur no more than 4096 of the time during a conversation . Applying this knowledge, a TASI system ca n double the number of conversations handled by the same bandwidths by dynamically assigning transmissio n bandwidths to those channels which are identified as having useful signals [9, 19[ . Most of the previous efforts on network flow control have focused on the window approach , i.e. controlling the amount of outstanding packets . We argue that window is not a prope r mechanism for the needed functionalities . For instance, being a data transmitter, what is th e highest possible transmission rate that will not cause network congestion? Or can a require d throughput be achieved? From the network side, how should the network regulate traffics t o keep a low queueing delay inside the net? How should the network decide whether to accept a new transmission request? The answers to these questions cannot be directly found from th e window sizes of the connections alone . They require that the network closely monitor the rat e of all data flows . Studies exist that convert the rate flow control information to the windo w form [?] , which simply show that the window mechanism, at the best, is an indirect way t o control transmission rates .
The concept of rate control in packet switching has been previously considered . In discussin g network flow control, Cerf pointed out that, "It is generally the case that flow control i s enforced through the allocation of permits to send packets and the reservation of buffers t o receive them . . . . In fact, flow control should really be dealt with by metering the rate of flow o f packets into the network bound for given destinations . But for asynchronous systems, th e measurement and control of rate of flow is very difficult to implement . This is still very much a research topic ." [4] With almost twenty years of experience with packet switching, it should b e the time now to explore rate control in packet switching networks .
. Conclusio n
Performance control in packet switching networks is one of the remaining areas that are v , to be explored . In this paper we looked into the performance problems with two existin g network architectures, datagram and virtual circuit . We conclude that the major problem wit h the datagram network is lack of effective traffic control ; and with the virtual circuit networ k the improperly defined network control semantics and mechanisms .
A new network architecture should be investigated . We imagine that the new architectur e should maintain a system state of user traffic information and resource allocations at eac h switch node, to prevent congestion and to provide data transmissions with user specif i , performance requirements in terms of throughput and delay . The network resource managenit t and user traffic control can both be performed on an average transmission rate basis . 
